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Abstract: Age-related trends are present in tree-ring widths (TRW), but their presence in tree rings isotope is debated. It is unclear how cambial age influences the relationships between TRW and isotopes. Tree-ring isotopes of alpine larch and cembran-pine trees showed only trends in the juvenile period (>100 years), which might mask the inter-relations between tree-ring proxies during cambial age. This work tries to unmask the age-trend influences by examining the correlations in TRW—stable isotopes with and without age-trend correction. The non-detrended and linear-detrended values of TRW, of δD and δ18O showed significant correlations for ages up to 100 years, but not afterward. However, the correlation values, after spline or first-difference time-series detrending, were not age-related. Thus, detrending methods affect the correlations in the juvenile phase and may affect climate-related interpretations. The correlations between TRW and δ13C were not age-related, while those among the isotopes were significant throughout the ages. The correlation between δ13C and δD was the exception, as it became significant only after age > 100 years, suggesting a different use of reserves in the juvenile phase. In conclusion, the relationships among the tree-ring parameters are stable in all the different detrend scenarios after the juvenile phase, and they can be used together in multi-proxy paleoclimatic studies. The data of the juvenile phase can be used after spline-detrending or first-difference time-series calculation, depending on the purpose of the analysis to remove age-related trends. The work also provides clues on the possible causes of juvenile age trends.
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1. Introduction

Tree ring widths (TRW) are widely used for paleoclimatic study due to having the great advantage of annual resolution and accurate dating on the calendar timescale [1–3]. The cellulose of such tree-ring samples and its stable isotopes can provide complementary proxies for paleoclimate and tree physiology [4,5]. TRW and the stable isotopes of hydrogen, oxygen and carbon are used independently in paleoclimatic studies, but multi-proxy approaches that try combining different tree parameters have been recently proposed with some success [4,6–8]. A common problem of these records for paleoclimatic studies is the possible presence of age-related trends, and how to correct them. For TRW, age-related trends have been extensively characterized, and the procedure for removing them has been established by applying adequate detrending algorithms [2]. For tree-ring isotopes, the presence of age-related trends is still debated, with contrasting results [1,9–11]. The normal procedure for detecting such trends is to align the data on the cambial age (ring number from the pith) to verify if there are consistent modifications with age [10].
procedure is efficient, but does not give clues for the interpretation of the presence or absence of the trends. In fact, they may be caused by factors external to the trees, such as canopy effect, precipitation, water source, or internal factors linked to changes in metabolic activity. These factors may be approached by verifying if and how the values of the stable isotopes and of TRW change with age in a robust manner, and how they are influenced by tree species and localization. Several studies were done to detect age-related trends for TRW and isotopes, without verifying whether the relationships between isotope and TRW change with age [10,12], possibly due to metabolic variations [13]. The access to a large number of samples with these parameters should allow us to explore which of the possible detrending methods are useful for paleoclimatic studies. We have been analyzing the large Alpine Holocene Tree Ring Dataset for their isotope signals. The dataset covers the last 9000 years and is based on almost 200 trees of two conifer species, the larch (Larix decidua Mill.) and cembran pine (Pinus cembra L.) at tree-line and with cambial ages ranging from 1 to 700 years. Our recent work on the samples of this database detected age-related trends of the values of hydrogen, oxygen and carbon isotopes only in the first 100 years, with differences between Larch and Cembran pine [14]. For ages greater than 100 years, our results proved the absence of any age-related effect in the δD, δ18O, and δ13C time series for both the evergreen and deciduous conifer species, the only exception being larch δD. However, for ages <100 years we found trends that differ for each isotope and species. For example, the mean δ13C values in larch do not vary with age and can be used without detrending, whereas those in cembran pine show a juvenile effect. The δ18O values present two distinct age phases for both species, complicating the detrending. Similarly, δD values in larch change in the first 50 years, whereas cembran pine change between 50 and 100 years. The results were interpreted by a change in the metabolic activity before and after around 100 years of age. It was concluded that values of δD and δ18O of these two periods of age should be used with caution in climate reconstructions.

With further analyses of this dataset, we aim to study the relationships between TRW and isotopes as a function of cambial age. Therefore, we tested different scenarios for their potential use, such as non-detrended Z-score data, linear-detrended, spline-detrended and first-difference time-series. We hypothesize that the correlation analyses of the parameters would allow us to investigate the causes for the observed contrasting stable isotope trends during the juvenile phase (the first 100 years approximately), their possible physiological mechanisms, and their effects on climate responses, which are still unclear. Linkages between parameters are known; for example, oxygen and hydrogen isotopes share the water source [15], and carbon isotope and TRW are both influenced by the carbon allocation strategies [16].

Only a few studies have analyzed the correlations between TRW values and stable isotope fractionation with somewhat contrasting results, and some of them have used this relationship to extract climatic and physiological information [7,17–19]. Moreover, combinations of the different isotopes have been used for paleoclimatic studies [11,20]. Most of these publications used detrended TRW values and the calculated values of the correlation coefficient r were generally positive in the range 0.2–0.3 [18,21–24], but one work found correlations to be non-significant [25]. However, none of the studies considered how the age of isotope samples can affect such correlation values. To fill this gap, we reanalyzed our database and divided the samples in classes of age, with attention to the juvenile phase, i.e., the first approximately 100 years. Then, we studied the correlations between TRW and cellulose stable isotopes in different scenarios: non-detrended data, two detrended methods, and in the short run, difference in the first-difference time series.

2. Materials and Methods

The tree-ring database used in this work and the analysis and the estimation of the cambial age were described before [14]. Briefly, the samples come from the Eastern Alpine Conifer Chronology (EACC) [26] and include only two species: the deciduous larch (Larix decidua Mill.) and the evergreen cembran pine (Pinus cembra L.). The wood material
has been collected at 29 sites in different parts of the European Alps (Switzerland, Italy and Austria) at or near the local tree line, respectively, at an elevation range of 1930 to 2400 m asl and covering a SW–NE transect (Figure 1). At 11 of the sites, specimens of both species were collected, at 15 sites only cembran pine, and at 3 sites only larch specimens. Only 17 trees contain tree-rings formed after the Industrial Revolution, i.e., after ca. 1850 CE. The majority of specimens come from subfossil wood found on the glacier foreland, at peat bogs and in small lakes which were supplemented with slices taken from dry-dead logs, while the most recent period is represented by cores extracted from living trees [26,27].

Figure 1. Map showing the localization of the tree collection sites. The sites are in the Swiss, the Austrian and the Italian alps (©Google Maps 2021): The information on each site are presented in Table 1. In green the site with only cembran pine (Pinus cembra L.), in red the site with only larch (Larix decidua Mill.), in blue with both species.

Table 1. Number of trees and wood samples. Trees and wood samples analyzed for each age class and in total. TRW and the three cellulose isotopes were measured in all samples. PICE (Pinus cembra L.), LADE (Larix decidua Mill.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Class</th>
<th>N Samples</th>
<th>PICE</th>
<th>LADE</th>
<th>N Trees</th>
<th>PICE</th>
<th>LADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–25</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–50</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–75</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76–100</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–200</td>
<td>1329</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201–300</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;300</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>4133</td>
<td>3471</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All wood samples used for isotope analysis combine tree-rings of 5 consecutive years of individual trees and they were prepared and analyzed for stable isotope ratios as recently described [14,28]. The procedure of cellulose extraction was done as in [29] and the calculation of the cellulose content (cellulose dry weight/wood dry weight) as in [28]. The triple-isotope analysis is described in [14,30,31]. In short, we used conventional Isotope Ra-
tio Mass Spectrometry (Isoprime 100, Elementar Analysensysteme GmbH, Langensenbold, Germany) coupled to a pyrolysis unit (HEKAtech GmbH, Wegberg, Germany), which is similar to the previously used TC/EA (for technical details, see [32]). This approach was extended to measurements of non-exchangeable hydrogen of alpha-cellulose using the on-line equilibration method [30,31]. The results are reported in per mil (‰) relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) for carbon and to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) for hydrogen and oxygen [33]. The precision of the measurement is ±3.0‰ for hydrogen, ±0.3‰ for oxygen and ±0.15‰ for carbon [31].

2.1. Detrending

In addition to the analyses on not trend correct values, we applied three different detrending methods to TRW and isotope values in comparison to recognize and evaluate correlation results driven by the age-related trends common to some tree-ring parameters:

- ND: non-detrended, raw values for TRW and Z-score for isotopes;
- LD: linear detrending applied to each age class of the different species; and
- SD: spline detrending function applied to each whole tree with 5-year resolution,

for TRW and isotopes we utilized the R library dplR with the default settings (using 67% of total series length and frequency response of 50%) [34]. To apply this function, we interpolated the values of the missing years with a running mean (maximum of two consecutive missing samples in 15 trees). The spline detrending function of the R packet DPLR removes the mean age trend and also scales the variance, so that it remains the same for the entire life-span of the tree [2].

FD: first-difference time-series, we subtracted the value of each year to that of the following year.

A visual representation of the data for the three different scenarios is given in the supplementary information (Figure S1).

2.2. Correlation Analysis

All the tree-ring and cellulose isotope data were divided into 7 classes of age (1–25, 26–50, 51–75, 76–100, 101–200, 201–300, >300 year) for the two species. Table 1 displays the number of samples and the number of trees for each class.

Then, the correlations between TRW and the three isotopes in the two species were calculated in the four scenarios of non-detrend data (ND), linear-detrend (LD), spline-detrend (SD) and first-difference time-series (FD), and the results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure S4. They were calculated using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for each age class and also for the total data of each species (indicated by the blue boxes in the graphs). We chose the Spearman method [35] because it is widely used when comparing data with non-normal distribution (e.g., TRW data) with normal distributed data (e.g., the isotope values). To avoid a possible geographical effect that could lead to artificial trends, we scaled the isotope values of each tree, transforming the value in the Z-score by subtracting the tree mean and dividing by the standard deviation. The threshold for the correlation coefficient was chosen to be \( p < 0.05 \). To identify influences driven by common trends, we calculated the correlations in four different scenarios: (i) by using the non-detrended values of the isotopes and non-detrended TRW; (ii) by using linear-detrended isotope and linear-detrended TRW values for each age class as a function of age; (iii) by using spline-detrended isotope and spline detrended TRW values; and (iv) by using the first-difference time-series values of isotopes and first-difference time-series values of TRW and isotopes. For further confirmation on the stability and robustness of the Spearman correlation coefficient, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation with random subsamplings of half of the total sample population and calculated the Spearman’s correlation factor in a loop of 5000 cycles. The results were then compared with the calculated Spearman correlation results for the total population. All data analysis was performed in R using the basic function and packet Dplr [34] and packet Tidyverse [36].
The correlations between the non-detrended (ND) values of TRW and δD (Figure 2a) are significant and negative in both species up to approximately 50 years of age, then they tend to decrease and become non-significant after approximately 100 years of age, and
for larch the values become even positive. The r values and trends of the correlations for the age classes do not show evident change after linear detrending (LD) of the individual classes (Figure 2d). Similarly, TRW and δ¹⁸O show positive and significant correlations in the first 50 years followed by a loss of significant correlation after approximately 100 years (Figure 2b,e). In both cases the correlations TRW-δD and TRW-δ¹⁸O of the two youngest age classes present absolute r values that are much higher than those using the values of all ages shown in the blue box. The correlations between the TRW and δ¹³C (Figure 2c,f) show non-significant r values in most age classes including the class of all values, but the pattern for the spline-detrended values (Figure 2i) does not show negative r values, in contrast to Figure 2c,f.

The correlation factors change after applying the SD spline-detrending (Figure 2g,h). The correlations between TRW and larch deuterium become non-significant after 25 years, while it remains significant for cembran pine. The correlations between TRW and oxygen remain mostly significant in both trees even after approximately 100 years. The correlations TRW–δ¹³C remain non-significant throughout all ages (Figure 2i). In the FD first-difference time-series scenario, the correlations become non-significant in most of the age classes (Figure 2j–l).

We applied the same approach to study the correlations between the isotopes themselves, using first the non-detrended ND data (Figure 3a–c) and then LD linear-detrended (Figure 3d–f), SD spline-detrended (Figure 3g–i) and FD first-difference time-series data to each class (Figure 3j–l). The correlations between δD and δ¹⁸O show different behaviors in the two species. For the non-detrended and LD data, the youngest age class for cembran pine shows negative and significant r values; after 75 years, they are non-significant or close to zero. An opposite trend is evident for larch, where the younger classes have low and non-significant r values, followed by classes with increased and significant r values. The plots of the non-detrended and LD data do not show major differences (Figure 3a,d). The correlations between δ¹³C and δ¹⁸O and between δ¹³C and δD are significant and do not show any evident trend with age.

SD spline detrending increased the correlation r values between δD and δ¹⁸O in larch, and the loss of negative correlation in the juvenile phase in cembran pines (Figure 3g). Altogether, the correlation values after spline detrending show no obvious dependence with age (Figure 3h,i). In the FD first-difference time-series scenario, the correlations change with age, mainly those between δD and δ¹³C, where r values become significant only after approximately 75 years in larch, and approximately 100 years in cembran pine. After that, the correlations remain significant and stable. The correlations δD vs. δ¹⁸O and δ¹⁸O vs. δ¹³C are significant in both species without evident age-trends.

Representative examples of Monte Carlo simulations of non-detrended data for each age class of the two species are shown in the supplementary material (Figures S2 and S3). The frequency of the correlation coefficients for randomly selected samples from half of the total population always has a normal distribution around the observed correlation value. This proves the robustness of correlations in relation to possible random sub-sampling for this case. We observe that the decrease in sample size may spread the range of correlation coefficient frequency and lead to a non-normal distribution. Based on these calculations, we found a threshold of ~30 samples. Above it, the correlation strength is close to that of the total population.
Figure 3. Correlations between the stable isotopes. The correlations were calculated using the Spearman method in larch (red) and cembran pine (turquoise) in each age class (1–25, 26–50, 51–75, 76–100, 101–200, 201–300, >300 years) and also with the total data of each species (blue box). Correlation r values are displayed as histograms and “ns” on the column indicates non-significant correlation (p-value > 0.05). The values of larch trees are in red, those of cembran pine are in turquoise. The plots are presented in the same order of Figure 2. The upper ND shows the correlations of non-detrended values (a–c), the LD below are those of linear detrended values (d–f), then are the SD plots of spline detrended (g–i), and the lowest FD plots are those after first-difference time-series detrending (j–l).
4. Discussion

The aim of the work was to use a statistical correlation analysis to check whether or not the relationships between the tree ring parameters (TRW and stable isotopes) are influenced by age even after correcting for age trend. To better understand this relationship, we used different detrending methods and compared them to the raw values: linear detrend, spline detrend, and first-time difference. Furthermore, to validate the suitability of the database, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation. The result confirmed that correlations were robust and stable and that a population of at least 30 samples is necessary to draw conclusions; below 30 samples, the correlations may not be representative.

4.1. Correlations between TRW and Isotopes in the Three Scenarios

The initial analysis was the non-detrend scenario that showed a moderate but significant correlation between TRW and water isotopes (negative for δD, positive for δ18O) only in the youngest age classes, with similar behaviors and values in larch and in cembran pine. This indicates that these trends are not species-specific (Figure 2) and possibly respond to the same causes, even if the δD age-related trends are species-specific [37]. The observation that TRW vs. δ18O correlates significantly only in the juvenile period may partially explain previous contradictory reports [18,21,23–25,34] since their tree ages were not given and different configurations of data were used; mostly detrended TRW and non-detrended isotope values.

The significant correlations between TRW and water isotopes in the juvenile trees may be due to biological processes that change during aging. For example, in the juvenile phase <100 years, wood formation (xylogenesis) is faster, occurs over a longer period of the year and is characterized by wider tree-rings [38,39], with a maximum width around an age of 30 years, followed by a negative exponential decrease [40]. The correlation with δD and δ18O in this phase may be attributed to a reduced exchange rate of the δ18O of glucose with non-enriched xylem water [41,42] due to a higher photosynthetic activity with a rapid production of glucose that is readily transformed into sucrose and used for cellulose synthesis [13]. Alternatively, these correlations may be due to the simple fact that δD, δ18O and TRW all show an age trend in the juvenile period [14].

The lack of significant correlation between TRW and δ13C in all the different detrending scenarios can be interpreted by the observation that the two components are driven by different climatic factors. At tree-line, the temperature is the major driver of TRW [43] while the drivers of carbon isotope are summer moisture stress and precipitation [44,45]. Moreover, the influence of the use of starch reserves for tree growth on δ13C is limited and obviously too weak to infer a correlation with TRW.

Thus, we used detrending methods that remove age-related trends. Spline detrending is often used to remove the strong age effect of TRW [2], and we applied it to TRW and isotopes. This changed the correlations between TRW and δ18O that became more homogeneous among the different age classes. In particular, the r values remained significant at all ages, and the age trend was lost. This change of behavior is probably due to the fact that the spline detrending method removes not only the time-trend, but also scales the variance, making it constant over time [2], an effect that is particularly important for TRW, the variance of which decreases with age. After spline-detrending, the correlations between TRW vs. δD became non-significant in the larch, except in the class 1–25 years, while they remained significant in cembran pine and lasted up to approximately 100 years. The TRW vs. δ13C correlations remained non-significant also in this scenario. Noteworthy, spline-detrending caused little variations of the correlation values after approximately 100 years compared to those of the non-detrended or linear-detrended values. Therefore, after approximately 100 years, the type of detrending method does not seem to be relevant, with the only exception being the first difference time series. The most plausible reason for this finding is that the juvenile trends end at approximately 100 years.

The first-difference time-series detrending not only removed the age-relate trend, but it also highlighted short term variations between the 5-year blocks. Thus, the loss of
significant correlations between TRW and δD and between TRW and δ18O in the juvenile phase suggests that the processes that drive the correlation in this phase are longer than five years, and the short-term trends of δ18O and δ13C are derived by metabolic activity [46]. Altogether, the presence of age trends in δD and δ18O of non-detrended data does not seem sufficient to fully justify the correlations between TRWs and isotopes for the non-detrended and linear-detrended records as a change in correlation also occurs for spline detrended values.

The correlations between TRW and δ13C were non-significant during the complete tree lifespan, in the two species and in all three scenarios. This may indicate that reserves (which would lead to an increase in δ13C, [47,48] are not significantly used to increase TRW and therefore growth but may only be used for biotic or abiotic stresses.

4.2. Correlations between the Isotopes in the Four Scenarios

Using both the non-detrended and linear-detrended data, the correlations between δD and δ18O were different in the two species: in larch they were significant and positive after 50 years, while in cembran pine they were significant and negative before approximately 100 years (Figure 3). The observation that the correlations between δD and δ18O change during the juvenile phase in both species is novel and currently difficult to interpret, especially due to the lack of understanding of the biological fractionation of hydrogen in larch. After spline-detrending, the correlations between the isotopes lost any age-trend in the juvenile period, as expected, the only minor exception was the correlations between δD and δ18O in cembran pine that were non-significant before 75 years, and then became significant. The correlations are rather high for larch and low for cembran pine. Also, the first-difference time-series detrending method removed the juvenile age-trend, as expected, but it also increased the statistical significance of the correlations between the isotopes in cembran pine, pointing to a common driver for the short run differences.

The generally high correlation values in all different scenarios between the water isotopes of larch are consistent with the earlier assumption that this deciduous conifer has a lower post-photosynthetic fractionation due to the lower exchange of glucose with the surrounding water after photosynthesis, which preserves most of the leaf water signature [37]. Instead, the cembran pine correlations between water isotopes have lower values and are more influenced by the age, with a generally lower correlation in the juvenile phase. This behavior can be interpreted as a higher post-photosynthetic hydrogen exchange with surrounding water in leaf and in cambium, leading to a different signal in the two water isotopes.

The correlations δD vs. δ13C are generally significant for larch and less so for cembran pine. The two isotopes are linked through the use of starch, a process that enriches them both [48,49]. The unstable link between the two can be attributed to a reduced use of the reserve in approximately the first 100 years, but this is in contrast with the result from the correlation of TRW vs. δ13C. Alternatively, it may be due to a stronger biological fractionation for deuterium in the juvenile phase due to the higher metabolism. Future studies are required to shed light on these issues.

5. Conclusions

This statistical study on the correlations between the tree ring components (TRW and cellulose isotopes) shows that the age trends of these proxies affect most of their relationships, particularly in the juvenile phase. These results give advice on the use of isotope combinations or their correlations as paleoclimate proxies: (i) Isotope combinations can be safely used after approximately 100 years of age, since their relationships are little affected by the type of detrending method; (ii) however, if the juvenile phase has to be used, we suggest using the spline-detrend method or the first-difference time-series method, depending on the purpose of the analysis; (iii) the finding that carbon isotope does not present any age influence in correlations with TRW indicates that reserves are not linked to the fast growth of TRW during the juvenile period; and (iv) larch and cembran pine show a
clear difference in the use of reserves, as shown in particular by the correlations between \( \delta D \) and \( \delta^{13}C \), and their time dependence additionally indicates an increasing formation of reserves during the juvenile period.

**Supplementary Materials:** The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f12111523/s1, Figure S1: Cambial-age aligned and averaged tree-ring parameters (TRW, \( \delta^{18}O \), \( \delta D \), \( \delta^{13}C \)); without/after detrending. The upper panels show non-detrended (ND) data of TRW (a), \( \delta^{18}O \) (b) \( \delta^{13}C \) (c); \( \delta D \) (d); the panels below show linear detrended (LD) (e–h); then the panels show linear spline detrended data (SD) (i–l), the lowermost panels show time-series of the first-differences (FD) (m, n, o, p). The values of larch trees are in red, those of cembran pine are in turquoise. The thick line represents the average, the two thinner lines are for the standard deviations, Figure S2: Monte Carlo simulation tests between TRW and isotopes. First a random sub-sampling covering half of the populations was made, then the correlations were recalculated in a loop of 5000 iterations to obtain the frequency of the correlations. The histograms show the distribution of the frequency values around the correlation values for each age class and for the two species. The vertical red lines indicate the correlation factors of Figure 1. Panel A: Monte Carlo simulation for the correlations between TRW and \( \delta^{13}C \) for the two species (larch and cembran pine) and for the 7 age classes and total number of samples. Panel B: as above, for the correlations between TRW and \( \delta D \). All the plots show a normal distribution around the observed r values, confirming the results shown in Figure 2, Figure S3: Monte Carlo simulation to retrieve a minimal threshold value to be representative of the complete population. A Monte Carlo simulation was run to study the influence of the population size on the correlation test, to establish the minimum threshold of sample number to be used. We gradually decreased the population of random sub-samples used as indicated in the plots. Panel A: Monte Carlo simulation for the correlation between TRW and oxygen isotope in the age class 50 for both species. Panel B: Monte Carlo simulation for the correlation between TRW and oxygen isotope in the age class 25. The plots maintain a normal distribution only for a population size of 30 or above, Figure S4: Visual representation of the data of the correlations show in Figure 2. The plots show the data for each cambial age class of larch (red) and cembran pine (blue), between TRW (x-axis) and: \( \delta^{13}C \) (Figure S4.1), \( \delta D \) (Figure S4.2) and \( \delta^{18}O \) (Figure S4.3) on the y-axis. The linear regression line is shown as bold line with the confidence interval as colored shading.
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